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Based on a large set of data from one of the biggest available corpora of 
spoken British English (the 10-million word spoken component of the BNC), 
this article explores central lexical-grammatical aspects of progressive forms 
with future time reference. Among the phenomena investigated are verb 
preferences, adverbial co-selection, subject types, and negation. It is demon-
strated that future time progressives in spoken British English are patterned 
to a considerable extent (for example that it is individual verbs, rather than 
semantic groups of verbs, that preferably occur in such constructions) and 
that actual language use often runs counter to claims that can be found in 
traditional grammatical descriptions of the construction. A number of gen-
eral and often neglected issues in the analysis of lexical-grammatical patterns 
are also addressed, in particular the notion of pattern frequency.
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. Introduction

While the lexical-grammatical patterns of the future time expressions will, shall 
and going to have received a considerable amount of attention, particularly 
in recent years (cf. for example Berglund (1997, 2000); Szmrecsanyi (2003); 
Krogvig and Johansson (1984); Fries (1925)), the patterns of the progressive 
with future time reference (as in He’s arriving tomorrow) have hardly been 
empirically investigated to date.1 Statements on the use of the progressive with 
future time reference are therefore frequently based on unsystematic observa-
tion and also often rather vague (see Section 3). In this paper, we would like 
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to contribute to filling this gap by providing a comprehensive corpus-driven 
analysis of lexical-grammatical patterns of the progressive with future time 
reference in spoken British English.

Our analysis is based on the spoken part of the British National Corpus (re-
ferred to as ‘BNC_spoken’ in what follows), which contains 10 million words of 
recorded and transcribed informal and formal conversations, radio- and TV-
newscasts, lectures, interviews, business meetings etc. We will first investigate 
which verbs and groups of verbs are used, and which of these are predomi-
nantly used, in the progressive with future time reference. We will then con-
sider other lexical-grammatical factors that have been shown or hypothesized 
to play a role in the choice of future time expressions and/or that might reveal 
co-selection phenomena in the use of this construction. The factors taken into 
account are the presence or absence of an adverbial, the type of subject oc-
curring in the relevant clause, the form of to be, whether the construction is 
negated or not, and whether it occurs in a declarative or interrogative clause. 
We will also investigate possible interrelations of some of these factors.

2. Method

The analysis presented below is based on the 100 most frequent verbs in the 
spoken part of the BNC (according to the frequency list provided by BNCweb, 
which is based on the occurrences of verbal infinitives; for more details on the 
methodology cf. Römer (2005a: 47ff)).2 For each of these verbs, a search for all 
-ing forms in BNC_spoken was performed. To obtain a manageable amount of 
data, a random sample of 200 was retrieved (from a maximum number of dif-
ferent BNC_spoken files) if there were more than 200 occurrences of a single 
verb in the -ing form; if there were 200 or less, all occurrences were retrieved. 
All the -ing forms were classified according to whether they constitute part of 
a progressive, and the progressives were then subclassified according to their 
time reference. As a considerable number of instances of progressives appear 
to refer to more than one time sphere at once and/or appear to have general 
validity, four types of time reference were distinguished: past time reference, 
present time reference, future time reference, and ‘indeterminate’. An example 
of the latter type is Erm but if you’re dealing with issues about human relation-
ship then they’re very very important. It has to be pointed out, however, that the 
decision of whether a given instance of the progressive refers to the future, to 
the present, or to several time spheres at once is not always easy to make (on 
this problem cf. also Mair and Hundt (1995)), in particular when investigating 
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spoken language with its false starts, interruptions etc. Nevertheless, a decision 
— the one which seemed to be most justified by the context — was made for 
all instances. In the present analysis, only those instances classified as having 
clear future time reference were included. To avoid distortion of the results by 
the random sampling procedure, for those verbs where the analysis of the ran-
dom sample revealed that less than (an arbitrarily chosen threshold of) 1/30th 
of the progressives with future time reference in the whole of BNC_spoken 
had apparently been retrieved, the random sample was extended accordingly. 
This was necessary for two verb forms, doing and going.3 For doing, a random 
sample of 400 was thus retrieved in total, and for going, a random sample of 
800. Instances of going to + verb were excluded from the investigation.

3. The progressive with future time reference

3. Verb preferences — earlier accounts

With respect to the verbs or types of verbs that can occur in the progressive 
with future time reference, verbs of motion or semantically related groups of 
verbs have traditionally been described as being the main ones which permit 
this use. H. E. Palmer, for example, states that “only a few verbs” are possible 
with the progressive with future time reference. The verbs he lists are come, go, 
start, leave, and stay (Palmer 1939:154, 281). F. R. Palmer writes that “with 
the progressives, reference to the future is very largely restricted to verbs of 
motion or verbs which at least imply motion”, including in this category, how-
ever, verbs such as meet and join (Palmer 1965:88). While stressing that the 
construction “is available for any verbs referring to action that people can plan”, 
Close (1977:150) claims that it is particularly frequent “with verbs referring 
to departure and arrival”. Jespersen also stresses the use of this construction 
with “verbs of movement”, in particular come and go (1909–49 Vol. IV:214), 
but also mentions die (and related verbs), dine (and related verbs), and other 
verbs indicating “an agreement or appointment with regard to the future” (p. 
218f). Zandvoort claims that the future use of the progressive mainly occurs 
with verbs denoting “a coming or leaving” (1972:76). More recent accounts 
often tend to describe the restriction, or preference, in more general terms. 
Leech, for example, states that the use of the construction is restricted “in the 
main to ‘doing’ verbs involving conscious human agency” (2004:63).

In what seems to be the first published corpus-based study on the present 
progressive (and present non-progressive) with future time reference (based 
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on some 270,000 words of written British English), Aarts finds that “[a]lmost 
95% of the 50 verbs or so in the corpus that are so used [i.e. in the present 
with future time reference] are process verbs” (presumably Aarts is referring to 
types, not tokens, here). He also finds that “of these, verbs of coming and going 
form a clear minority” (Aarts 1969:578).

The only other corpus-based or corpus-driven studies on the use of the 
progressive with future time reference we are aware of are Mindt (1992), Wek-
ker (1976), and Römer (2005b). Römer (2005b) is partly based on the same 
set of data as the present study (for differences cf. Note 2), but only looks at 
a few selected aspects of the use of the progressive with future time reference 
and has a different focus than the present study, namely the comparison of the 
use of the progressive in spoken language with the use in textbooks for foreign 
language learners. Mindt’s results are based on two corpora, a 170,000 word 
corpus of conversation and a 184,000 word corpus of plays. Wekker’s (1976) 
results are based on a corpus of 500,000 words of novels, newspapers, and peri-
odicals, and 100,000 words of TV and radio recordings. Unfortunately, Wekker 
does not provide a more detailed analysis of the question of which verbs are 
possible in this construction. He finds, however, that the “construction is not 
limited to verbs denoting or implying motion, and some others (as has often 
been argued); it also occasionally occurs with verbs that are static” (Wekker 
1976:110). His results also indicate that “[i]t is not true that all the verbs that 
can occur in the progressive can refer to the future” (cf. for example *It’s rain-
ing tomorrow) and that “there are some verbs, e.g. see and hear, which do not 
normally combine with the progressive aspect, but which are quite common as 
progressives with future meaning” (ibid.).

Mindt, on the other hand, does not find any progressives with future time 
reference with see or hear or any with other verbs of sensual perception (such 
as look or listen), and neither does he find any with state verbs (such as be or 
become), with the verb have, with verbs of cognition such as know, forget, 
learn or understand, or with the ‘verbs of discovering’ find, discover, and 
detect (cf. Mindt 1992:72ff and 239). He does, however, find instances of the 
construction in the groups of verbs listed in Table 1.4

Verbs of position or motion clearly predominate in Mindt’s corpora, with 
over 66% of all tokens belonging to this category. Verbs of doing and the in-
dividual verb get are also fairly frequent; other verbs are rare. Unfortunately, 
Mindt does not indicate with how many instances the individual verbs in the 
single groups are present in the corpus, and in most cases it is not fully clear 
which verbs exactly belong to the different groups.
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3.2. Verb preferences — the analyses

In our analysis, 1,117 instances of the progressive with future time reference 
were retrieved from BNC_spoken, with the methodology outlined above. For 
comparison, Mindt (1992) and Wekker (1976) investigated 209 and 90 in-
stances, respectively (while the number of instances in the corpus investigated 
by Aarts (1969) remains unclear). The 100 verb types included in our study are 
represented with between zero tokens (for example seeming and wondering) 
and 57 tokens (leaving) of the progressive with future time reference (for all 
individual results, see the Appendix). As many of these numbers were obtained 
by examining only a random sample of the total number of occurrences of the 
-ing form in question (cf. Section 2), the results were extrapolated to give an 
indication of the total number of instances of the verb in the progressive with 
future time reference in BNC_spoken.5 The results, i.e. the approximate abso-
lute number of occurrences of progressives with future time reference for each 
of the 100 most frequent verbs in BNC_spoken, are displayed in Figure 1.

These results show that there are considerable differences between the dif-
ferent verbs as regards their use in the progressive with future time reference. 
While going (excluding the going to future, cf. Section 2) and coming probably 
occur around 1,000 times in this function in the 10 million words of the whole 
corpus, and doing, taking and getting occur around 500 times, half of the 100 
investigated verbs occur 20 times or less, 15 verbs perhaps not at all. Some 
examples of the most frequently occurring verb forms in context are provided 
in (1) to (8) below. 

 (1) I’m going to the party and I’m gonna take ice. (fm7)
 (2)  you can skip chapel this Sunday, and we’ll go out er we’re going into 

Derbyshire (fy4)
 (3) Erm what time are you coming out to play football? (fmf)
 (4) I’m not coming here any more. (h4h)
 (5) Ask Terry, what are we doing Er next (f7g)

Table 1. Tokens of progressives with future time reference in two corpora investi-
gated by Mindt (1992: 72ff and 239)

Verbs or groups of verbs CONV PLAYS
Verbs of position or motion (e.g. come, go, leave) 38 101
get 10   5
Verbs of doing (e.g. make, do)  7   7
bring, give, take  6   –
Verbs of verbal communication (e.g. tell, talk, say, speak)  5   –
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Figure 1. The distribution of progressives with future time reference across verbs in 
BNC_spoken (extrapolated absolute frequencies)
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 (6) Okay erm I’m just trying to think what I’m doing later (fuh)
 (7)  I won’t be there Friday afternoon since I’m taking my son to the dentist 

(kd8)
 (8) Right ho hold on, so, so this is taking place within the village? (jjl) 

On the basis of these results, H. E. Palmer’s abovementioned statement that 
the progressive with future time reference is possible with only a few verbs, 
can be refuted. At least in spoken (contemporary British) English, the con-
struction seems possible with a large number of verbs (at least 85% of those 
investigated here). It is true, however, that a few verbs account for the vast ma-
jority of occurrences of the construction. Verifying or refuting statements that 
the progressive with future time reference preferably or mainly occurs with 
verbs of motion, verbs of ‘coming or leaving’, ‘coming or going’ or ‘departure 
and arrival’ is more difficult, as these semantic groups are not usually defined 
more precisely in grammatical accounts of the construction. Four (reason-
ably frequent) verbs in particular leap to mind as belonging to the latter three 
groups, namely go, come, leave, and arrive. As arriving was not among the 
100 verbs investigated, it was analysed separately, and was only found to occur 
10 times with future time reference in BNC_spoken. 

The statements found in traditional grammars (cf. Section 3.1) thus have 
to be made more precise in order to be correct. Of the ‘verbs of coming or go-
ing’ or similar, it is precisely the two verbs come and go that occur particularly 
often in the progressive with future time reference. Leave is among the (15 or 
so) verbs that occur often in this function, but this is not necessarily true for 
other verbs of the coming/going/leaving/arriving/departing-group, with arriv-
ing, for instance, being rather rare. Perhaps more importantly, it is by no means 
exclusively verbs belonging to this group that occur in this type of construction 
particularly often. Between going and coming on the one hand and leaving on 
the other, frequency-wise, we find doing, taking, getting, having, giving, hap-
pening, trying, putting, and talking. Whether these can all be considered ‘verbs 
of motion’ or ‘verbs of movement’ naturally depends on how these concepts 
are defined. A definition like F. R. Palmer’s, which includes verbs that merely 
imply motion (cf. Section 3.1), might include all or most of them (although 
some, in particular trying and talking can hardly be subsumed even under such 
an extended definition). Such a wide definition makes the concept almost use-
less, however, at least for our purposes, as verbs occurring with much smaller 
frequencies could equally be considered as somehow implying motion, such as 
speaking, eating, showing, writing, calling etc. If motion verbs are narrowly de-
fined, on the other hand — so that the class would be limited to going, coming, 
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leaving, travelling, riding, flying, driving, walking and a few other verbs — the 
statement is not confirmed by our results, as neither are all of these verbs fre-
quent nor does this list cover more than a fraction of the most frequent verbs.

What can be confirmed on the basis of our results is Leech’s claim that 
the progressive with future time reference occurs mainly with verbs involving 
conscious human agency (2004:63). Most of the occurrences with verbs that 
do not seem at first sight to involve conscious human agency, such as forget-
ting, nevertheless do so in the context in which they are used (in this case, the 
meaning is “forgetting on purpose” / “not thinking about something anymore”: 
So he is now in a position he can either take them to court or he’s forgetting it 
(j9x)). Contrary to Wekker (1976), we did not find any verbs in the progressive 
with future time reference that cannot also occur in the progressive with refer-
ence to the present. Of the examples cited by Wekker, see and hear, the latter 
occurs only rarely with future time reference in our corpus, and the former 
occurs with reference to the future mainly in the sense of “meet” (I’m seeing 
John Saturday and I’ll, I’ll mention to him (jt5)), in which it can also occur with 
reference to the present (as in She is probably seeing him as we speak), although 
this use is in all likelihood less frequent. As these examples demonstrate, valid 
statements about which verbs are often used and in particular which verbs can-
not be used with the progressive with future time reference, can in many cases 
only be made with respect to particular senses of verbs.

Comparing our results to those of Mindt (1992) (as far as this is possible), 
we can observe that those groups of verbs that he finds to be particularly or 
fairly frequent in progressives with future time reference also occur frequently 
in this function in our data. Those for which he finds a few instances are fairly 
frequent or frequent in our data, which is most likely due to the difference in 
corpus size. Probably for the same reason, we have also found some and in 
some cases many instances for those verb groups for which Mindt does not list 
any occurrences, most notably for have (as in we’re having a big party tomor-
row night (jp4)). In our corpus, there are also many occurrences of verbs which 
cannot readily be assigned to any of Mindt’s groups of verbs (e.g. happen, 
try, put).

Dissatisfying as this may be, our analysis demonstrates that it is not pos-
sible to claim that a single (or a few single) reasonably narrowly defined se-
mantic group(s) of verbs is (or are) preferably used with the progressive with 
future time reference. Rather, it is individual verbs for which this is true. Most 
of the verbs occurring frequently in this construction unsurprisingly are verbs 
that are particularly frequent overall. The question therefore arises whether, in 
order to describe the preferred patterns of a construction, considering absolute 
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frequencies is the best approach or whether some kind of relative frequency 
should be considered instead. Interestingly, in none of the previous claims con-
cerning the verbal preferences of the construction any consideration seems to 
have been given to the question of what it means to state that it is mainly verbs 
a, b, and c or verb groups x and y that occur in the construction in question: 
are these verbs most frequent in absolute terms or in relative terms, and if in 
relative terms, relative to what? 

Three possibilities of taking relative frequencies into account offer them-
selves. First, the frequencies of the individual verbs in the progressive with 
future time reference can be related to the frequencies of verbs in all other 
expressions of future time. Such an approach would tell us that, if such-and-
such a verb was selected and to be used with reference to future time, which 
of the several future time expressions available in English would be most likely 
to be co-selected. Secondly, the frequencies of the individual verbs in the pro-
gressive with future time reference can be related to the overall frequencies of 
the individual verbs. This would tell us how likely the use of a certain verb in a 
progressive construction with future time reference is compared to the average 
likelihood of its overall occurrence. Thirdly, the relative frequency of progres-
sives with future time reference as related to progressives in general could be 
considered, which would tell us how likely it is that a specific verb occurring 
in the progressive refers to future time. The first of these approaches, while 
probably being the most enlightening in several respects, is highly impractical 
if not to say impossible to take (even if we determine a number of expressions 
as constituting a complete set of expressions capable of expressing future time 
in English, an inordinate amount of − partly manual − analysis would be nec-
essary). Therefore, approaches number two and three have been adopted here. 
The occurrences of progressives with and without (pure) future time reference 
have already been discussed in Römer (2005a:152ff), with a dataset partly 
overlapping with the present one (cf. Note 2).6 It is shown there that the degree 
to which verbs in the progressive are used with future time reference differs 
widely from verb to verb. The following verbs were identified as verbs which 
clearly favour future time reference when occurring in the progressive (in this 
order): leaving, meeting, winning, stopping, coming, sending, staying, and set-
ting.7 If this result is compared to the absolute frequencies given above, it turns 
out that many of them are not among those occurring most frequently in the 
progressive with future time reference in absolute terms: the verbs occupy the 
positions 2 − coming, 12 − leaving, 18 − staying, 25 − stopping, 29 − sending, 
36 − meeting, 37 − setting, 45 − winning (cf. Figure 1). What is interesting is 
that the verb leaving, which appears to be a stock example in discussions of 
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the progressive with future time reference (and which is usually assumed to 
be one of the verbs most often thus used), is the verb which, when it occurs in 
the progressive, displays the highest proportion of future time reference. This 
might contribute to the impression that leave is one of the two or three most 
frequently used verbs in the construction, although it does not figure among 
the 5 or 10 most frequent verbs in absolute terms (cf. Figure 1).

The results for approach number two — the frequency of progressives with 
future time related to the overall occurrence of the individual verbs (i.e. verb 
lemmas) — are displayed in Figure 2.

A number of striking differences emerge when these results are compared 
to those of Figure 1, where absolute frequencies are displayed. While the verbs 
occurring most frequently in the progressive with future time reference in rela-
tive terms (i.e. independent of the overall frequencies of the individual verbs) 
are also generally frequent in absolute terms (the 10 most frequent verbs in 
relative terms are all among the 25 absolutely most frequent ones), the reverse 
is by no means true. The 10 verbs that were identified as the most frequent ones 
in the construction in question in absolute terms occupy the following posi-
tions in the list of relative frequency in Figure 2: 2 — happening, 3 — coming, 
6 — trying, 7 — taking, 18 — going, 20 — giving, 36 — putting, 53 — getting, 
56 — doing, 68 — having. Many of the 10 absolutely most frequent verbs are 
thus often frequent in progressives with future time reference because they are 
frequent in general. The only four verbs which can be said to be frequent in the 
construction both in absolute and relative terms are happening, coming, trying, 
and taking. The separate analysis of arriving indicates that this verb occurs in 
the progressive with future time reference 20 times per 1,000 instances of the 
verb. This means it would occupy a position between 13 and 14 in Figure 2 if it 
had been included in the overall analysis.

Examples (9) to (16) illustrate the use of four out of the five most frequent 
verbs according to this approach (staying, happening, coming, selling, sitting; for 
the use of coming cf. examples (3) and (4) above):

 (9) I think I’ll stay here actually six I’m staying there (kc2)
 (10) Sunday I’m staying the night at house (kbn)
 (11) Not worrying about what’s happening next week (kgl)
 (12) Well what’s happening this morning Jean, where we going? (kdn)
 (13) So I’m selling these in a minute (kcu)
 (14) So are they selling his house? (kb8)
 (15) There’s no way I’m sitting next to Oh have you got Fat face! (kd2)
 (16) Clint Eastwood nine forty. I’m not sitting up to that (kbb)
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Figure 2. Frequencies of progressives with future time reference in BNC_spoken per 
1,000 instances of each verb
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If the frequencies of the verbs occurring in the progressive with future time 
reference are considered relative to their overall frequencies, the claim that it 
is mainly verbs of motion, or verbs of ‘coming and going’ or the like that occur 
in this construction is even less valid than when absolute frequencies are con-
sidered. While coming is highly frequent even in relative terms (the third most 
frequent, with about 29 instances per 1,000 occurrences of the verb), going is 
much rarer (the 18th position in the frequency list, with about 16 instances per 
1,000 occurrences of the verb), and neither leaving nor arriving are (or would 
be, in the case of arriving) among the 10 most frequent verbs. Besides coming, 
the only motion verbs among the first 10 are running and moving (and perhaps 
some of the senses of taking). Again, no semantic group can be identified that 
would encompass the most frequent verbs according to this approach either; 
it again seems to be individual verbs that are preferably used in the construc-
tion. 

If all three approaches to pattern frequency adopted here are considered, 
it turns out that there is only one verb which is among the 10 most frequent 
verbs in all of them, and this is coming. So whereas it is safe to claim that coming 
frequently occurs in the progressive with future time reference, such a claim 
has to be made more precise with any of the other verbs. This is now possible, 
on the basis of the results given above, which allow statements such as: going 
and giving belong, in absolute terms, to the verbs most frequently used in the 
progressive with future time reference; if the overall frequencies of the verbs 
are taken into account, however, they can only be said to occur fairly frequently 
in this construction.

3.3 Co-occurring adverbials

It has often been claimed that the progressive with future time reference fre-
quently co-occurs with a temporal adverbial. Poutsma, for example, states that 
in this construction “some adverbial adjunct denoting future is often required” 
(1904–29 Part II.II:335). Similarly, F. R. Palmer claims that “future uses of both 
progressive and non-progressive have normally to be marked by an adverbial” 
(1987:64). It has even been claimed that the presence of an adverbial is obliga-
tory (e.g. Crystal 1966:24f). This latter claim has already been disproved by a 
number of authors, for example by Visser, who, citing numerous counter-ex-
amples, states that it is incorrect to say that “the Expanded Form referring to 
the future is only possible when there is an indication of future time in the form 
of an adjunct” (1963–73 Vol. 3.2:1950). 
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Of the previous empirical studies on the progressive with future time refer-
ence, only Aarts (1969) and Wekker (1976) investigate the co-occurrence with 
adverbials referring to future time. Aarts (who does not differentiate between 
present progressive and non-progressive forms referring to the future) finds 
that in 42% of his results, an adverbial is present in the same sentence, and that 
in 45% there is an adverbial in “removed context, for example in a preceding 
sentence or in a subordinate clause” (1969:574f). The 13% of instances without 
an adverbial are almost exclusively instances of the progressive present with go. 
Wekker, looking only at the occurrences in independent clauses and questions 
(67 in total), finds that 52% (35) of these are accompanied by a future time 
adverbial in the same sentence, and an additional 5 (7.5%) by a future time 
adverbial in “removed context”. He accordingly concludes that “with the pro-
gressive future present adverbial modification is optional” (Wekker 1976:104). 
Comparing his results to those of the simple present with future time refer-
ence, he finds that the non-use of an adverbial is much rarer with the present 
progressive than with the simple present referring to future time, where it is 
limited to “some rather special circumstances” (ibid.). Mindt (1991) arrives at a 
similar conclusion when investigating different expressions of future time and 
specification (though not limited to adverbials but also including, for example, 
conditional clauses). He finds that the simple present most frequently has an 
indication of future time in the context. This is followed by the progressive and 
(in that order) will and going to, which occur with such a specification less fre-
quently. More precisely, Mindt finds that 86.4% and 79.1% of the progressives 
with future time reference in his corpora (one corpus of conversation and one 
of plays) have some kind of specification in the context.

Some authors have also made claims concerning those cases of progressives 
with future time reference that do not co-occur with a time adverbial. Leech, 
for example, claims that “[w]ithout an adverbial, a time in the near future rath-
er than remoter future is generally intended” (2004:62); the same claim can be 
found in Close (1975:260). Leech additionally states that “[t]he future use of 
the Present Progressive without a time adverbial seems to be chiefly limited to 
verbs of motion and some other verbs signifying single events” (ibid.). Aarts’ 
results (cf. above) seem to point in the same direction.

In our analysis, 255 out of the 1,117 instances of the progressive with fu-
ture time reference occur with a time adverbial either in the same sentence or 
elsewhere in nearby context, which is defined here as 100 characters to the left 
and right of the progressive form. (Note that the amount of context consid-
ered cannot merely be specified by sentence boundaries in spoken language, as 
these are often difficult, if not impossible to identify.) This means that 22.8% 
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of our progressives with future time reference occur with an adverbial. While 
this figure may not absolutely exactly reflect the state of affairs in the whole 
of BNC_spoken (considering the sampling methodology we employed), the 
sample of progressives with future time reference constituting the basis of our 
analysis should be large and varied enough to be a good approximation. So the 
ratio of progressives with future time reference with a time adverbial nearby is 
much lower in our analysis than commonly predicted. In fact, if this percent-
age is compared to the percentage of how often progressives in general co-oc-
cur with a temporal adverbial in BNC_spoken (Römer 2005a:75), it turns out 
that these are almost identical, with 23.6% of all progressives being thus modi-
fied. It is, therefore, by no means the case, as has often been assumed, that the 
progressive mainly occurs with adverbial specification if it refers to the future, 
at least not in contemporary spoken British English.

Part of the reason for the low percentage of adverbials co-occurring with 
progressives with future time reference in our corpus most likely is that the 
predictions found in the literature usually seem to be based either (exclusively 
or predominantly) on written language or on intuition-based examples. In 
Wekker (1976), spoken language is considered but makes up only 1/6th of the 
corpus, and consists of radio and TV recordings, whereas a large part of the 
data in BNC_spoken constitutes informal spontaneous conversation. Hence, it 
does not seem unlikely that in spoken language, and in particular in informal 
conversation, the degree of adverbial specification in the same sentence or in 
nearby context is fairly low, and that progressives with future time reference 
much more often than not occur without such specification. Whether written 
language differs in this respect only to a small or to a large degree, as is often 
claimed, will require further investigation. Our results may be an indication, 
however, that the co-occurrence of the construction with time adverbials in 
general terms has been overestimated, at least the co-occurrence in the same 
sentence or in the near vicinity.

How can future time reference of the present progressive be identified, 
then, if the co-occurrence with adverbials is so rare in spoken language? To 
answer this question, it is crucial to realise that this is not actually one ques-
tion but two. For the researcher, the question is whether linguistic indicators 
can be found that allow the classification of a given instance of the progressive 
as having future time reference. For the listener, the situation is different, as he 
or she does not only have the linguistic context to rely on but also knowledge 
of the extralinguistic context in which the speech event in question takes place 
(and in many cases some knowledge of the interlocutor and perhaps some ad-
ditional knowledge shared with the interlocutor concerning the topic being 
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discussed etc.). If somebody says, for example, I’m putting on a dress in the 
presence of the recipient, he or she does not need any additional linguistic 
context to decide whether this action refers to the present or the future. If the 
researcher encounters this form in a corpus, clues in the linguistic context have 
to be found that shed light on the time reference of this sentence.

If we exclusively consider the linguistic context, several ways of time speci-
fication other than through a time adverbial can be identified. Mindt (1991) 
mentions the presence of a conditional clause or a noun phrase indicating fu-
ture time. What seems to be more frequent, at least in our data, is adverbials 
in ‘removed context’ (i.e. in our case more than 100 characters away from the 
progressive form), other future markers (such as will or going to), and negation 
used in such a way that it is clear that the negated progressive does not refer 
to the present. Co-occurring future markers can be found, for instance, in the 
examples quoted in (1) and (9) (I’m going to the party and I’m gonna take ice; 
I think I’ll stay here actually six I’m staying there).8 Negation as an indicator of 
future time can be illustrated by utterances such as those in (17) to (19), which 
are not normally made with reference to the present:

 (17) There’s no way I’m sitting next to Oh have you got Fat face! (kd2)
 (18) We’re not taking you home! (kb1)
 (19) I’m not reading all that lot (kcu)

Adverbials in removed context are particularly frequent in our corpus (see for 
instance (20) and (21)). This context can be very far removed indeed, as ex-
ample (21) illustrates. 

 (20) if Clare comes tomorrow she’s bringing her boyfriend. Is she? Mm. Right 
on. Long as he wears a kilt. I wanna meet him actually, I’m not wearing a 
kilt. (kce; our emphasis)

 (21) A: […] and they said would there be any cakes available for Saturday and 
I, I think and I nearly said to erm, well last year you reckon you couldn’t 
sell cakes, but anyway I helped her 

  B: Nan, nan, nan
  A: so, an er I said do you sell butterfly ones, and she said I was going to 

have a go at making them, but she said I can’t make them like you,
  B: Aha
  A: I thought well I ain’t
  B: It involves, it involves too much work, that’s why she can’t do them like 

you.
  A: Christmas fillers you see, so I, she, cos I’ve, I’m going to make a couple 

of fruit cakes, I said well I was going to bring in a couple of fruit cakes and 
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said if you need them not, if not I said I’ll take them back I thought no 
way is Sue gonna eat them, eat cakes like she did last year, or year before

  B: Yeah.
  A: she only had the bloody cheek to charge us last year for a turkey 

wrong, but I mean I did get sorted out afterwards.
  B: So are you helping with the catering side or are you running a cake 

stall? (kc8; our emphasis)

The concept of ‘context’, and in particular ‘removed context’, then, is the aspect 
which makes statements of the co-occurrence of adverbials with the progres-
sive with future time reference problematic and difficult to compare. While, for 
instance, both Wekker (1976) and Aarts (1969) use the concept of ‘removed 
context’, the difference in their results leads one to suspect that Aarts allows 
many more intervening words than Wekker (while the former finds about the 
same amount of adverbials in the same sentence and in removed context, Wek-
ker finds only 1/7th in removed context as compared to those occurring in 
the same sentence). Mindt (1991) does not specify further his use of the word 
“context”. While it is certainly difficult to define ‘(removed) context’, the issue 
should certainly be addressed if the concept is used. Our suspicion is that if we 
consider as ‘(removed) context’ the whole linguistic context of a text (which is 
of course a concept that is hard to define itself), adverbials will be found to co-
occur fairly frequently with progressives with future time reference in spoken 
language. This does not mean, however, that it is this particular time adverbial 
which makes the recipient interpret a given progressive as referring to future 
time (the same applies to adverbials in close vicinity). For the recipient, the 
extralinguistic context may often suffice to interpret an utterance containing 
the construction in question correctly. (In example (21) above, for instance, 
the interlocutors — two housewives planning some kind of social event — in 
all likelihood do not need the mention of Saturday in this specific conversation 
to establish that the event they are talking about lies in the future.) If this is ac-
knowledged, the occurrence of progressives with future time reference without 
any explicit marker of future time in the text is also easily explained, and, at 
least in spoken language, need not be infrequent, even if hard to identify for the 
researcher. On the other hand, it can also be the case that several indicators of 
future time are present in the context of a progressive, such as in example (21), 
where we find not only the adverbial, but (in the fourth turn of speaker A) an 
instance of the going to-future, which also indicates that the topic of discussion 
is an event taking place in the future.
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To find out whether there are differences in the co-occurrence of progres-
sives referring to future time and adverbials with respect to different individual 
verbs, we investigated the eight most frequently occurring verbs in this func-
tion (most frequent in absolute terms in BNC_spoken). The results are given 
in Table 2. 

Table 2. Co-occurrence of eight selected verbs in the progressive referring to future 
time with temporal adverbials in BNC_spoken 

coming doing getting giving going happening having taking
With 
adverbial

5
(15.2%)

9
(34.6%)

0 
(0%)

2 
(5.1%)

12
(30%)

9 
(20.9%)

4
(26.7%)

6
(15.8%)

Without 
adverbial

28
(84.8%)

17
(65.4%)

16
(100%)

37
(94.9%)

28
(70%)

34
(79.1%)

11
(73.3%)

32
(84.2%)

While the numbers are too small for any firm conclusions, they do nevertheless 
indicate that the co-occurrence with temporal adverbials in the near vicinity is 
to some degree lexically dependent, with doing and going co-occurring with an 
adverbial at least 30% of the time, and getting and giving only very rarely. The 
results also indicate that the assumption that occurrences of the progressive 
with future time reference without a time adverbial are mainly cases with verbs 
of motion (Leech (2004:62), see above) is probably not accurate, at least not in 
spoken language and not if “without an adverbial” means without an adverbial 
nearby: going has a particularly high percentage of adverbials, and the low per-
centage of co-occurring adverbials seems to be true for a great number if not 
all verbs in our corpus. 

Whether the claim that the future use of the progressive without an adver-
bial mostly refers to the near future (ibid. and Close (1975:260), cf. above) is 
correct, is more difficult to determine. Again, it is not clear what “without an 
adverbial” means exactly — no adverbial nearby or no adverbial in the whole 
text etc.; in addition it is unclear what “near future” refers to. In examples such 
as I’m coming when the coming probably will take place a few seconds or at 
most minutes after the utterance, one can certainly speak of “near future”. But 
do “tomorrow” or “next week” still fall into this category? An additional prob-
lem with supporting or refuting this claim is that, naturally, the exact time 
reference of those instances without an adverbial is often difficult to establish. 
In any case, there are at least some examples in our data without an adverbial 
nearby which nevertheless do not appear to refer to the next few days, such as 
What’s father Christmas bringing you Ben? (kb6), which was uttered about three 
weeks before Christmas, or People don’t realise the lord is coming back and they 
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[there]’ll be a day of judgement (gk5), so that the assumption that without an 
adverbial nearby the progressive usually refers to the near future is in all likeli-
hood not accurate.

If we look at the individual adverbials co-occurring with the progressives 
with future time reference in our corpus, it turns out that there is one single ad-
verbial that is considerably more common than any other individual adverbial. 
This adverbial, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, is now, which occurs 33 times 
(out of a total of 255 instances of co-occurring adverbials, i.e. in around 12% of 
the cases). The exchange in (22) serves to illustrate this. 

 (22) A: I’d rather of had Christmas pudding 
  B: Go and change it then 
  A: No, I’m not changing it now. (kb2)

If all progressives regardless of their time reference are considered, now occurs 
in around 14% of the cases (Römer 2005a:77), which means that a progressive 
co-occurring with the adverbial now as likely as not refers to the future. 

The only potential lexical verb-adverbial pattern that can be identified in 
the construction under investigation also consists of this adverb, plus the verb 
happening. The combination is present with three instances, and indicates that 
happening now, or probably what’s happening now? (in the sense of “what are 
we going to do now?”), might be a frequent pattern in spoken British English.

3.4 Preferred subjects

While the question of subject distribution has been intensively discussed and 
studied for the future time expressions shall and will for decades (e.g. Fries 
1925; Krogvig & Johansson 1984; Berglund 2000), it has received practically no 
attention for the progressive with future time reference, except by Mindt (1991 
and 1992). Mindt (1991) compares the ratio of personal and non-personal sub-
jects for the simple present and present progressive with future time reference, 
for will, and for going to. His analysis shows that of these four future time ex-
pressions, the progressive has the highest ratio of personal subjects (followed 
by will, going to, and the simple present, in that order). In his 1992 study (cf. 
above) he finds that the overwhelming majority of subjects with progressives 
with future time reference are intentional, with only 11 out of 209 instances 
occurring with non-intentional subjects (p. 105).

In our dataset, 891 out of 1,117 (79.8%) progressives with future time ref-
erence have a personal pronoun as subject, 217 (19.4%) have non-pronoun 
third person subjects, and in 9 (0.8%) instances the subject is unclear. By far 
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the majority of these constructions are therefore used with a personal pronoun 
as subject. For comparison, Römer (2005a:69) found that of her complete pro-
gressive sample from BNC_spoken, 76.1% are used with a pronoun, so that 
pronoun use with progressives with future time reference is slightly higher 
than pronoun use with progressives in general. If we look at Mindt’s results, 
which are based on conversation and drama, we find that of his set of progres-
sives with future time reference an even higher percentage, namely 91.9%, has 
a personal pronoun as subject. Berglund, who investigates will, ‘ll, shall, going 
to, and gonna in the spoken component of the BNC Sampler and the London 
Lund Corpus, finds that around 54% of will are used with personal pronouns, 
around 93% with ‘ll, 91% with shall, 67% with going to, and 74% with gonna 
(2000:42).9 Due to the differences in data bases and sampling, these results are 
not directly comparable. It does not seem unlikely, however, that the personal 
pronoun use with progressives lies somewhere between that with will on the 
one hand and with ‘ll and shall on the other. Our results also indicate that a 
high percentage of personal pronouns is not unusual for future time expres-
sions in general and is by no means a special feature of the progressive with 
future time reference.

In Table 3, the results are given for each personal pronoun individually. 
The four third person pronouns they, and in particular it, he, and she are used 
with the progressive with future time reference fairly rarely (between 5 and 10 
percent), whereas we, you, and in particular I are used fairly frequently (be-
tween 20 and 28 percent). To find out whether this state of affairs merely re-
flects the overall use of these pronouns in spoken language or whether or to 
what degree this pattern is specific to the construction, the total numbers of the 
respective pronouns in BNC_spoken were also examined (cf. Table 3). While 
the percentages of pronouns overall and with the progressive with future time 
reference do not greatly differ for most pronouns, a considerable difference can 
be observed for it and we. It occurs with the construction under investigation 
in only about 5% of the cases, whereas in BNC_spoken, it occurs in 19% of the 
cases when a personal pronoun is used. For we, the difference is the other way 
round: we occurs in almost 21% of the cases when a pronoun is used in the 
progressive with future time reference, but less than 10% overall. More gen-
erally, if she and he are considered together, all third person pronouns occur 
relatively more frequently in BNC_spoken as a whole, and all first and second 
person pronouns occur relatively more frequently with progressive construc-
tions referring to the future.
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Table 3. Personal pronouns with sample of progressives referring to future time and 
overall in BNC_spoken

I you he she it we they
Progressives with 
future time ref.

248 220 47 54 46 184 92

Percentage 27.8% 24.7% 5.3% 6.1% 5.2% 20.7% 10.3%
BNC_spoken total 355,699 299,360 103,067 57,818 257,441 131,793 142,849
Percentage 26.4% 22.2% 7.6% 4.3% 19.1% 9.8% 10.6%

Compared to the use of pronouns with progressives overall in BNC_spoken 
(Römer 2005a:68), progressives with future time reference are relatively more 
often used with we, whereas for the other pronouns the percentages are similar 
(I 30.1%, you 23.5%, he 8.0%, she 4.4% — i.e. he + she 12.4% —, it 5.5%, and 
they 12.0%). This means that whereas the strikingly rare use of the progressive 
with future time reference with the pronoun it (in particular as compared to its 
overall number of occurrence) is a feature of the use of the progressive in gen-
eral, the frequent use of we seems to be a feature that is at least partly special to 
the progressive with future time reference. A possible reason is that the appar-
ently predominant meaning of the construction of “future arrangement” (cf. 
e.g. Leech 2004:61ff) often refers to an arrangement between the speaker and 
some other person. If the results by Berglund are taken as a basis for a rough 
comparison of the use of it and we with other future time expressions, it turns 
out that while it is used as a subject considerably more often with most other 
future time expressions (will, ‘ll, going to, and gonna, but not with shall), the use 
of we is probably relatively higher with shall and ‘ll than in our data, about the 
same with going to and gonna, and lower with will (cf. Berglund 2000:42). This 
again demonstrates that the question of whether a phenomenon can be consid-
ered frequent or not depends on what it is considered in relation to.

In order to find out whether the use of subjects is to some degree dependent 
on the co-occurring verb, the 8 most frequent verbs were again subjected to 
a close-up analysis. In Table 4, the frequency of co-occurrence of these verbs 
with personal pronouns and other 3rd person subjects is displayed, revealing 
considerable differences between the verbs. While the majority of the verbs in-
vestigated are predominantly used with personal pronouns (between about 80% 
and 95%), two verbs do not follow this pattern. Coming is used slightly more 
often than not with other 3rd person subjects, and for happening, the pattern is 
reversed, with a pronoun (it) as subject in only about 10% of the instances.

If the patterns that stick out are looked at more closely, it turns out that 
in the case of happening, 35 out of the 38 instances with “other 3rd person 
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subjects” are instances of what (the other three being everything, some of this lot, 
and another thing). The pattern already identified above, what’s happening now, 
thus is a ‘subpattern’ of the more general pattern what’s happening. In the case 
of coming, there are several different types of non-pronoun 3rd person subjects 
co-occurring with the construction, of which the type the + NP predominates 
(with 10 instances). An example is the financial speaker is really coming here in 
a commercial way (fue), but a specific lexical pattern cannot be identified.

If the distribution of personal pronouns with the other verbs is examined, 
it also becomes evident that different verbs follow different patterns. While 
for some verbs, there is a fairly even distribution of the different pronouns 
(in our sample in particular for coming and giving), others seem to have cer-
tain preferences. Going, for example, co-occurs with first person pronouns in 
22 out of the 34 instances; having co-occurs with first person pronouns even 
more frequently, in 10 out of the 12 instances. Giving co-occurs predominantly 
with I and you (25 out of 34 instances), doing with you and we (16 out of 23 
instances). Some examples illustrating typical usage patterns are given in (23) 
to (26) below. 

 (23) I’m going to the mountains (fmg) 
 (24) we’re having a family fun day (jng) 
 (25) I’m not giving them this one (kd0)
 (26) what are you doing this evening (hdj) 

Of the instances of you + doing, all except one occur in the pattern what are 
you doing; the frame what + doing with future time reference is, however, ap-
parently also sometimes filled with I and we (in four instances in our sample). 
From the concordance lines of our dataset, two additional patterns emerge, 
namely a predominance of first person singular with leaving (e.g. I’m leaving at 
ten to eight (kbn)), and with telling. In the case of telling, most of the instances 
referring to future time occur in the pattern I’m not telling (you).

Table 4. Types of subjects co-occurring with eight verbs in the progressive referring 
to future time in BNC_spoken

Subjects coming doing getting giving going happening having taking
Personal 
pronouns

15
(45.5%)

23
(88.5%)

14
(87.5%)

37
(94.9%)

24
(85%)

5 
(11.6%)

12
(80.0%)

30
(78.9%)

Other 3rd 
ps. subjects

17
(51.5%)

3
(11.5%)

2
(12.5%)

2
(5.1%)

6
(15%)

38
(88.4%)

3
(20.2%)

8
(21.1%)

Subject 
unclear

1
(4.3%)

- - - - - - -
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3.5 Forms of to be

Two questions concerning the form of to be occurring in progressives with 
future time reference were investigated. First, how often does the construction 
occur in the past tense as compared to the present, and second, is the construc-
tion, or are certain types of the construction, particularly liable to be used with 
a contracted or a non-contracted form of to be?

That past progressive forms can refer to a future as seen from a vantage 
point in the past is usually mentioned in grammars. Leech, for instance, de-
scribes this construction as being “coloured by the notion of ‘intention’ or ‘im-
minence’ [so that they] do not guarantee that the event foreseen in the past 
actually did take place” (2004:52). Statements on how common the construc-
tion is seem to be non-existent, though. On the basis of our data, we are able to 
shed light on this question at least for spoken language. In our sample, only a 
mere 30 out of the 1,117 instances of the progressive occur in the past tense (i.e. 
with was or were). An example is I thought we were walking? (kb8). Whether 
this low ratio is due or partly due to the fact that in spoken language, or at least 
in the types of spoken language represented in BNC_spoken, the present tense 
is predominant in general was investigated by looking up all the (non-negated) 
forms of to be in the corpus (cf. Table 5).10 This analysis yielded slightly over 
110,000 instances of was and were, and slightly over 425,000 instances of is, 
’s, am, ’m, are, and ’re. This means that the present tense can be assumed to 
be used about four times as much in BNC_spoken as the past tense. But even 
taking this fact into account, the ratio of past tense forms of the progressive 
with future time reference to present tense forms is still extremely low. Further 
research is required to determine whether this ratio is common to all future 
time expressions or whether it is specific to the progressive with future time 
reference, and if so, why.

Table 5 shows the distribution of the different forms of to be in our dataset 
for all non-past tense forms. What is striking is that negated contracted forms 
are very rare (in particular aren’t and isn’t, with a few occurrences of ain’t) and 
that instead, negation is commonly expressed by a contracted form plus full not 
(cf. also Section 3.6): ’s not occurs 16 times, ’re not 44 times. For comparison, in 

Table 5. Present tense forms of to be within the sample of progressives with future 
time reference

Form of 
to be

zero ’m am ’re are aren’t ’s is isn’t ain’t

Instances 14 231 8 335 162 1 245 78 3 10
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the whole of BNC_spoken, ’s not occurs around 10,000 times and isn’t around 
8,400 times, and ’re not occurs around 5,000 times and aren’t about 3,000 times. 
So whereas the negated forms with contracted be are somewhat more frequent 
than the negated forms with contracted not in the entire BNC_spoken cor-
pus, this tendency is much more pronounced, in particular with are + not, in 
our dataset. Part of the reason for this seems to be that in the second person, 
negated forms in the progressive with future time reference often are orders, 
where the not is probably emphasized, as in (27) and (28). 

 (27) You’re not staying in here all night. Come on. (kch) 
 (28) You’re not putting it on under there (kbb)

If we only look at the non-negated forms, the following picture emerges: 811 
are contracted forms and 248 non-contracted forms of to be, which means 
that 76.6% are contracted. In the only other existing study on forms of to be 
with progressives with future time reference we are aware of (Mindt 1992) the 
results are similar, though not stated explicitly (but deducible from Table 2.1.21 
on page 230). Mindt finds 19 non-contracted forms (is, are, am) and 55 con-
tracted forms (’s, ’re, ’m) in his corpus of conversation, and 18 non-contract-
ed and 96 contracted forms in his corpus of plays, which corresponds to a 
ratio of 74.3% and 84.2%, respectively, of contracted forms. In the whole of 
BNC_spoken, the ratio of contracted to non-contracted (is, are, am) present 
tense forms is 269,417 to 156,297 (which corresponds to 63.3% of contracted 
forms). Römer (2005a:66) performs a similar analysis for her sample of pro-
gressives in BNC_spoken and gives the following results: contracted 53.9%, 
non-contracted 45.3%, no form of to be 0.8%. These results strongly indicate 
that progressives with future time reference are particularly liable to occur with 
a contracted form of to be, both compared to the tendency for contraction in 
spoken language in general and compared to the tendency for contraction in 
progressives in spoken language. A possible reason for this is that the progres-
sive with future time reference might be particularly often used in informal 
settings, both as compared to other future time expressions and to the progres-
sive in general.

With respect to the distribution of forms of to be across the eight (ab-
solutely) most frequent verbs, the ratios of contracted versus non-contracted 
forms are displayed in Table 6. The range of the percentage of contracted forms 
for these verbs is between roughly 60% and 95%, with doing and coming dis-
playing the highest ratios of non-contracted forms and getting the highest ra-
tio of contracted forms. While the high proportion of contracted forms with 
getting might have to do with the informal nature of this verb as such and not 
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be special to the construction under investigation, the high ratio of non-con-
tracted forms with doing and coming cannot be explained with the degree of 
formality of these words. Instead, the high ratio of full forms with coming is 
a consequence of the low ratio of personal pronouns found with this verb (as 
contracted forms predominantly follow personal pronouns). The high ratio of 
full forms with doing is also connected to another finding, namely the tendency 
for the verb in this construction to be used in the pattern what are you/we 
doing? or, more generally, in questions (as in which are we doing first (h61), cf. 
below, Section 3.7), as the full form are is usually used (or at least written and 
thus so transcribed) after interrogative pronouns.

3.6 Negation

In our investigation of potential specific patterns of the progressive with future 
time reference with respect to negation, only those instances negated by never, 
not and its contracted form n’t were included. Of the total of 1,117 instances 
of the construction, 147 (13.2%) are thus negated. This ratio of negation is 
considerably higher than the one Römer (2005a:73) reports for progressives in 
general (which is 8.6%). Mindt (1992:287) finds an even higher percentage of 
negation; 20.1% of all instances of this construction are negated. Szmrecsanyi 
(2003) provides an analysis of negation in the future time expressions going 
to, gonna, will, ‘ll, and shall, also based on BNC_spoken. He only considers 
negation with not and n’t, but as these form by far the majority of instances 
(well over 95%) in our analysis as well, his results lend themselves quite well 
for comparison. Szmrecsanyi (2003:302f) finds 6,311 instances of will not, ‘ll 
not and won’t as compared to 56,231 instances of will, which means that in 
BNC_spoken, will and ‘ll occur in negated forms 11.2% of the time. For going 
to and gonna, he finds 2,156 negated forms and 22,454 non-negated forms, 
which corresponds to 9.6% of negated forms. For shall, he reports 21 negated 
forms and 2,727 non-negated forms. If shan’t is considered in addition (with 

Table 6. Forms of to be in the progressive referring to future time co-occuring with 
eight verbs in BNC_spoken

Forms of 
to be

coming doing getting giving going happening having taking

Contracted 20 
(60.6%)

15 
(57.7%)

15 
(93.8%)

33 
(84.6%)

27 
(67.5%)

36
(83.7%)

10 
(66.7%)

25 
(65.8%)

Non-con-
tracted

13 
(39.4%)

11 
(42.3%)

1
(6.3%)

6
(15.4%)

13 
(32.5%)

7
(16.3%)

5
(33.3%)

13 
(34.2%)
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148 instances), shall has 6.2% of negated forms in BNC_spoken. If will and 
shall are considered together, they occur in negated form 11.0% of the time. 
These numbers indicate that the tendency of the progressive with future time 
reference to be used in negated form is somewhat stronger than for other fu-
ture time markers (an analysis of the simple present with future time reference 
has, to our knowledge, not been performed yet). 

Whether this is a general tendency or one brought about by the preference 
of negative patterns in the construction by certain verbs, was again examined 
by first analysing the behaviour of the eight most frequent verbs (cf. Table 7). 
As can be gleaned from Table 7, the range of the percentages of negated forms 
for the different verbs varies between about 4 and 25 percent, which points to 
verb-specific patterns regarding negation. The highest proportion of non-ne-
gated forms can be found with doing, which in all likelihood is due to the pre-
dominance of the pattern what are you/we doing identified above. The highest 
proportions of negated forms are found with giving and having. Whereas no 
individual pattern can be identified for negated having (which is only present 
with 3 instances in our dataset), for giving the pattern I’m not giving (sb. sth.) 
can be identified as being frequent. Also contributing to the high ratio of ne-
gated giving are orders of the type you’re not giving x to y.

In order to get a fuller picture of verb-negation preferences in the progres-
sive with future time reference, we also looked at each verb which occurred in 
negated form at least three times individually, and calculated its proportion of 
negated forms. Six verbs turned out to have a particularly high percentage of 
negated forms in the construction (at least 25% and occurring at least three 
times). These verbs are buying, letting, paying, stopping, telling, and wearing. 
Some examples are given in (29) to (34). 

 (29) I’m not buying any more pencil cases (kcd)
 (30) I’m not letting you two in (kc9)
 (31) I’m not paying another month’s rent (kb7)
 (32) Don’t take your coat off cos we’re not stopping (staying) (kcx)

Table 7. Negation with eight verbs in the progressive referring to future time in 
BNC_spoken

coming doing getting giving going happening having taking
Negated 3

(9.1%)
1
(3.8%)

2
(12.5%)

10
(25.6%)

5
(12.5%)

4 
(9.3%)

3
(20.0%)

3
(7.9%)

Non-
negated

30
(90.9%)

25
(96.2%)

14
(87.5%)

29
(74.4%)

35
(87.5%)

39
(90.7%)

12
(80.0%)

35
(92.1%)
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 (33) I’m not telling you (e.g. kdv)
 (34) I’m not wearing them tight trousers again (kb3)

None of these verbs occurs relatively often in negative form in progressives in 
general (cf. Römer 2005a:140f). Negated telling even occurs in progressives less 
than the average ratio of negation (of 8.6%), and negated buying and wearing 
lie only slightly above this average.

A third and final approach that we took in order to identify potential pat-
terns with negation and to attempt to explain the comparatively high ratio of 
negation with the progressive with future time reference was to look at the 
subjects co-occurring with negated constructions. A tendency already evident 
in the above examples is that, of the 147 negated constructions, a large propor-
tion — almost 50% (72) — has I as their subject. These constructions, in turn, 
occur predominantly with ’m (and 3 times with am and 6 times with ain’t), so 
that there clearly exists a typical pattern: I’m not + future progressive. Some 
examples in addition to those above illustrating this pattern are given in (35) 
to (39) below. 

 (35) I’m not spending that amount my poppet. (kcd)
 (36) I’m not leaving till I’ve solved this problem (kbb)
 (37) I’m not sending him tomorrow afternoon (kd6)
 (38) I’m not giving you no money (kbf) 
 (39) I’m not eating [the] whole of it (kcv)

The six verbs identified above as occurring in negated form particularly often, 
with the exception of stopping, all occur predominantly with this pattern, but 
as the additional examples illustrate, the pattern is by no means limited to these 
verbs.

3.7 Questions

In this final investigation, we looked at potential patterns involving inter-
rogative clauses. In total, 196 (17.5%) of the instances in our dataset occur 
in questions. The decisive criterion for labelling a BNC_spoken example as 
a question was not the presence of a question mark but the function of the 
stretch of text the progressive occurs in. Mindt (1992:296) finds ratios simi-
lar to ours in his analysis, namely 18.5% of interrogative clauses in his corpus 
of conversation, and 21.1% in his corpus of plays. Wekker (1976) finds only 
8.9% of interrogative clauses. As his corpus consists mainly of written texts and 
no informal conversation, this might indicate that the percentage of questions 
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with the construction under investigation (or in general) is higher in spoken 
language and/or particularly in informal conversation than in written language 
or more formal spoken language. If we compare these results to those in Römer 
(2005a:72), it turns out that at least in the type of spoken language represented 
in BNC_spoken, progressives with future time reference occur more frequently 
in questions than progressives in general, which do so in 11.3% of all cases. 

The individual results for the eight most frequent verbs are presented in 
Table 8. The highest percentage of interrogative clauses is found with the verbs 
doing and happening, which can be assumed to be due to the patterns already 
identified above. Fairly high percentages are also found with taking and going, 
but this does not seem to be tied to a particular lexical (or lexical-grammatical) 
pattern. If the ratio of interrogative clauses with these verbs in progressives in 
general is considered (Römer 2005a), the span is much narrower (with between 
7% for having and 17.5% for happening), but the relative order of frequencies is 
very similar, i.e. having, coming and getting also occur in interrogatives consid-
erably less frequently than happening and doing. The patterns emerging from 
Table 8 therefore do not seem to be limited to the progressive with future time 
reference, although they are more pronounced in this construction than in 
progressives in general.

Table 8. Interrogative clauses with eight verbs in the progressive referring to future 
time in BNC_spoken

Clause type coming doing getting giving going happening having taking
Interrogative 2

(6.1%)
12
(46.2%)

1
(6.3%)

5
(12.8%)

6
(15.0%)

9
(20.9%)

0
(0%)

6
(15.8%)

Declarative 31
(93.9%)

14
(53.8%)

15
(93.8%)

34
(87.2%)

34
(85.0%)

34
(79.1%)

15
(100%)

32
(84.2%)

Looking at all verbs individually again, we find that the following verbs occur 
in questions particularly often in the progressive with future time reference, 
namely at least 3 times and at least 25% of the time: eating, finishing, leaving, 
letting, picking, playing, running, staring, trying, walking, watching, wearing, and 
winnig. Some relevant examples are provided in (39) to (49).

 (39) Are you eating all that chocolate tonight then? (kbj)
 (40) You finishing off your muesli? (kbv)
 (41) Do we know exactly when Anne is leaving? (ja9)
 (42) are you picking us up (kbl)
 (43) Are you playing rugby this afternoon Kevin (kbc)
 (44) Mummy, when are we starting? (kbw)
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 (45) on the tour well we’re sort of trying an experiment Iris is trying an 
experiment (j8b) 

 (46) are you walking that way (kb7)
 (47) What, to watch the football? Oh! You’re watching it here? (kcw)
 (48) What you wearing tomorrow night? (kbw)
 (49) Who’s winning? (kdn)

In progressives in general, many of these verbs also occur in questions con-
siderably above average (Römer 2005a:144f). Some of them, however, occur 
in progressives in questions even below average, so that their high percentage 
of questions in progressives with future time reference seems to be a special 
feature of this construction; these are trying, running, starting, and walking. No 
typical individual patterns can be identified, however, for the use of these verbs 
in questions.

What the above examples seem to indicate, similar to what was observed 
for negation, is a more general pattern involving the subject you. To investi-
gate whether such a pattern does in fact exist, the subjects of the progressives 
with future time reference in questions were examined. As expected, by far the 
most frequent subject in those cases is you, which occurs in about half of the 
questions (in 95 out of the 196 tokens). The most frequent pattern with you is 
Are you ____?, with You’re ______? also occurring fairly frequently (and, as 
examples (40) and (48) above show, occasionally without a form of to be, plus 
a few instances of You are ______?). The pattern occurs with a wide variety of 
verbs, among which (besides doing) leaving, staying, giving, finishing, stopping, 
picking (up), and taking belong to the most frequent ones. A few examples in 
addition to those already given above are provided in (50) to (55).

 (50) Are you finishing that (kbg)
 (51) Are you giving us a rendition? (kc3)
 (52) Are you leaving or aren’t you? (kcx)
 (53) Are you staying at your mum’s tonight? (kb8)
 (54) Are you stopping here or not? (kcx)
 (55) Are you taking Steve with you? (kcl)

In addition to this more general pattern and the individual patterns identi-
fied for doing and happening (what are you/we doing?, what’s happening?), there 
is another individual pattern which occurs repeatedly, namely who’s winning? 
(occurring 7 times in our dataset).
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4. Conclusion

The great number of individual findings of our investigation warrants a sum-
mary. Our analysis has brought to light several general tendencies in the use 
of the progressive with future time reference, many of which run counter to 
claims found in descriptions of the construction or make a refinement of these 
claims necessary. Throughout the paper, our results refer to the use of the con-
struction in spoken British English. The construction was found to be possible 
with a large number of verbs, rather than being restricted or largely restricted 
(either in absolute or in relative terms) to one semantic group, such as motion 
verbs. The claim that it mainly occurs with verbs involving conscious human 
agency was, however, found to be accurate. In absolute terms, coming and going 
are the verbs most frequently used; relative to the overall occurrence of indi-
vidual verbs, staying, happening, coming, selling, and sitting are most frequent. 
Less than a quarter of the examined progressives were found to co-occur with 
an adverbial nearby (in a span of 200 characters), which is a much lower ratio 
than commonly assumed. It remains to be investigated to which degree this 
finding is dependent on the text type investigated (informal conversation). In 
removed context, adverbials were found to occur fairly often. Claims that oc-
currences without an adverbial nearby are largely restricted to motion verbs 
and usually express near future (i.e. the next few days) could not be confirmed. 
The single most frequent time adverbial near future time progressives is now. 
As for subjects co-occurring with the construction, a high percentage of we 
was found (though probably not higher than in the case of future time expres-
sions in general) and a low percentage of it (which is, however, shared with 
progressives in general). Pronoun subjects were shown to display a high degree 
of inter-verb variation. The construction was found to occur in the past tense 
only extremely rarely, but to co-occur often with contracted forms of to be. 
A tendency (which is stronger than for other future time markers) to use ne-
gated forms has also been identified, in particular with the verbs buying, letting, 
paying, stopping, telling, and wearing. Finally, a few more general and several 
more verb-specific lexical-grammatical patterns emerged from our analysis, 
the more general ones being: I’m not ______, Are you ______?, You’re _____? 
The most important specific patterns found are: what’s happening? what’s hap-
pening now?, what are you/are we doing?, I’m not telling you, I’m not giving x 
to y, you’re not giving x to y, and who’s winning?

The analysis has also provided a number of methodological insights. Prob-
ably the most important of these is that in accounts of lexical-grammatical pat-
terns it is essential to make clear precisely what notion of frequency is being 
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used in each case. Does a given analysis discuss absolute or relative pattern 
frequency, and if the latter, what is the frequency considered in relation to? All 
instances of a lexical item under consideration in a given corpus? All instances 
of a grammatical construction under investigation? Or all functionally similar 
items? In other words, it is not sufficient to merely identify a pattern or tenden-
cy of some kind, but necessary to additionally examine whether this pattern is 
part of a more general one or specific to the construction under investigation. 
The most comprehensive analysis of patterns naturally is one where several 
kinds of pattern frequency are considered. 

More specific methodological insights include the vagueness inherent in 
several terms commonly used in descriptions of patterns, in particular the 
terms ‘co-occurring’ and ‘context’ (and, for the construction under investiga-
tion, ‘near future’). For a valid analysis of patterns, such terms thus have to be 
precisely defined. Finally, the double nature of what is sometimes referred to as 
‘specification’ (of an indicator for the interpretation of the time reference of a 
construction) was uncovered, as one has to differentiate between indicators of 
time reference for the researcher and those for the recipient of an utterance.

Our investigation thus has demonstrated once more that a corpus ap-
proach to examining the usage of a grammatical construction (and probably 
of expressions of any kind) forces the linguist to be much more precise in her 
or his claims than a non-corpus approach. This precision that the approach 
demands then leads to improved descriptions of language usage, to which we 
hope to have contributed. For an even more comprehensive analysis of the 
progressive with future time reference, it would now be desirable to expand 
the investigation of the construction to large corpora of different, in particular 
written, text types and of further varieties of English, and to directly compare 
the lexical-grammatical patterns of the construction to those of other expres-
sions of future time.

Notes

. We would like to thank John Sinclair and an anonymous reviewer for their helpful com-
ments on an earlier version of this paper. 

2. The dataset of Römer (2005a and 2005b) partly overlaps with the present one, with the 
following differences: Römer uses data from BNC_spoken as well as from the Bank of Eng-
lish and also considers instances of going to + verb progressives. A further difference is that 
the progressives with going and doing are represented with a greater number of instances in 
the present data sample (cf. below).
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3. In the case of doing, 17 instances with future time reference had been retrieved with the 
initial random sample of 200 instances of this item, while the entire BNC_spoken (which 
contains 9,901 occurrences of doing) by extrapolation can be expected to contain about 840 
such instances. In the case of going, 16 instances with future time reference had originally 
been retrieved, with an expected 1,800 in the whole corpus (which contains 22,544 occur-
rences of going).

4. The groups distinguished by Mindt (1992:57) have the following German labels (with 
our translation in brackets): Zustandsverben (state verbs), Verben der Lage oder Bewegung 
(verbs of position or motion), Verben des Machens, Tuns (verbs of doing), get, have, Verben 
der verbalen Kommunikation (verbs of verbal communication), Verben der sinnlichen Wah-
rnehmung (verbs of sensual perception), bring/give/take, Verben der Kognition (verbs of 
cognition), Verben des Entdeckens (verbs of discovering). Note that some of these groups 
consist only of one or a few specific verbs while others are not thus restricted.

5. As in some cases the number of occurrences investigated was fairly low, the extrapolated 
numbers can merely be seen as an approximation of the probable number of occurrences in 
the whole BNC_spoken. There were, however, only 12 cases of verbs with less than 20 oc-
currences in the construction in question, so that the extrapolated numbers should in most 
cases reflect the actual state of affairs quite accurately. An occurrence of zero instances of a 
verb, on the other hand, cannot, of course, be taken as conclusive evidence that this particu-
lar verb never occurs in the progressive with future time reference. 

6. These differences should be kept in mind whenever the results are compared. As Römer 
(2005a) usually gives the results for the BNC_spoken and the Bank of English separately, 
most results can, however, be compared fairly directly.

7. Römer (2005a) also lists going, but if going to future constructions are excluded from the 
counts, this no longer holds true.

8. Of the examples given in Section 3.2, many more contain a future time adverbial than 
the actual ratio would warrant. This is because in most cases where no adverbial is present, 
a great amount of context is required to illustrate that a particular instance does in fact refer 
to the future (see the examples below).

9. Berglund does not give percentages but displays the results in a graph, so that the per-
centages given here are only approximations deduced from the graphs.

0. The negated forms were disregarded to avoid having to disambiguate the frequent in-
stances of ain’t. A further caveat is that a few contracted forms might be contracted past 
tense forms, but a cursory glance at ’s revealed no such instances, and a search for I’s yielded 
only a total of four instances which can be assumed to stand for I was. As only a rough indi-
cation of past tense vs. present tense used was required for the present purposes, this rough 
approach was deemed sufficient.
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Appendix 

Verb 
form

BNC_spoken

Verb 
form

BNC_spoken
BNC 
ran-
dom 
set

Total 
freq in 
BNC

Future 
time 
ref.

Extra-
pol. 
future 
time 
ref.

BNC 
ran-
dom 
set

Total 
freq in 
BNC

Future 
time 
ref.

Extra-
pol. 
future 
time 
ref.

accepting 94 94 2 2 meaning 200 217 1 1.1
adding 166 166 3 3 meeting 200 2,230 3 33.5
agreeing 62 62 1 1 moving 200 1,047 19 99.5
asking 200 1,164 3 17.5 needing 65 65 6 6
being 200 6,834 - - paying 200 1,007 25 125.9
becoming 200 253 3 3.8 picking 200 357 23 41.1
believing 49 49 - - playing 200 1,203 12 72.2
betting 34 34 - - providing 200 459 9 20.7
bothering 48 48 1 1 pulling 200 251 8 10.0
bringing 200 472 24 56.6 putting 200 1,596 21 167.6
buying 200 645 21 67.7 reading 200 881 4 17.6
calling 200 341 5 8.5 remembering 94 94 2 2
carrying 200 357 4 7.1 ringing 200 234 10 11.7
changing 200 554 19 52.6 running 200 1,409 11 77.5
checking 191 191 3 3 saving 200 240 10 12.0
coming 200 5,557 33 916.9 saying 200 6,072 1 30.4
costing 146 146 25 25 seeing 200 772 9 34.7
cutting 200 437 10 21.9 seeming 4 4 - -
dealing 200 538 4 10.8 selling 200 618 21 64.9
doing 400 9,901 26 643.6 sending 200 285 36 51.3
drawing 200 340 4 6.8 setting 200 362 18 32.6
eating 200 546 10 27.3 showing 200 548 8 21.9
expecting 200 228 22 25.1 sitting 200 1,324 15 99.3
explaining 102 102 - - sorting 110 110 6 6
feeling 200 955 3 14.3 speaking 200 740 6 22.2
finding 200 393 6 11.8 spending 200 538 13 35.0
finishing 132 132 17 17 standing 200 982 2 9.82
following 200 697 4 13.9 starting 200 705 24 84.6
forgetting 85 85 1 1 staying 200 361 49 88.4
getting 200 5,616 16 449.3 stopping 200 257 47 60.4
giving 200 1,182 39 230.5 suggesting 200 276 - -
going 800 22,544 40 1,127.2 supporting 200 234 1 1.2
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happening 200 987 43 212.2 supposing 104 104 - -
having 200 4,739 15 355.4 taking 200 2,371 38 450.5
hearing 200 257 4 5.1 talking 200 4,656 7 163.0
helping 200 382 4 7.6 telling 200 1,142 17 97.1
holding 200 354 7 12.4 thinking 200 2,152 3 32.3
hoping 200 404 4 8.1 trying 200 3,232 12 193.9
imagining 18 18 - - turning 200 404 19 38.4
keeping 200 546 8 21.8 understanding 200 380 2 3.8
knowing 200 360 - - using 200 1,628 5 40.7
learning 200 440 - - walking 200 836 9 37.6
leaving 200 463 57 132.0 wanting 200 343 4 6.9
letting 200 202 25 25.3 watching 200 701 6 21.0
liking 34 34 - - wearing 200 393 16 31.4
listening 200 749 1 3.7 winning 159 159 24 24
living 200 1,271 - - wondering 200 316 - -
looking 200 4,464 3 67.0 working 200 3,549 3 53.2
making 200 2,430 9 109.4 worrying 169 169 - -
mattering 1 1 - - writing 200 992 3 14.9
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